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Thrilling stacked-table
lion dance returns
By Han Delei
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Wuhan scholar: upsidedown Chinese character
" " is ok

福

By Wan Jianhui

For many Chinese, it is a
traditional practice to paste the
Chinese character " " (good luck)
upside down on the door. A
contradictory voice, however, caused
a recent stir among Internet users.
The main reason for opposing
the idea of pasting " " upside
down is that it brings bad luck from
the perspective of character
formation. The right part of " " is
composed of three parts: " ," " ,"
and " ." " " stands for a house
beam, " " (mouth) for the people
living in a house, and " " for the
field. Therefore, if the character is
pasted upside down, it means the
house and people will go under the
field (i.e., underground).
Xia Fengmei, associate
professor at Jianghan University,
who has been doing research on
Chinese characters for years,
objected to this saying. She said
that the original written form of
" " indicates offering liquor to gods
to pray for prosperity. The right
part of today's " " only represents
phonetic elements, rather than the
three separate Chinese characters
" ," " " and " ."
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The Shijiawan lion dance in Xinzhou District

A collective exhibition and
performance of Xinzhou
District's Intangible Cultural
Heritage was inaugurated in the
square of Wenjin Academy on
February 26. Sixteen cultural
heritage programs were
presented. Among them was
the Shijiawan lion dance on
stacked tables. This traditional
art performance faded away a
hundred years ago, but marked
its renewed appearance at the
event. It attracted more than
10,000 visitors.
A total of 48 oldfashioned square tables were

piled up to form a 10-meterhigh pyramid-like tower. Amid
the deafening sound of gongs
and drums, two lion dancers
climbed from the first step to
the tenth. When the two lion
dancers finally reached the top
platform, they performed
various acrobatic skills before
wishing the audience good luck
on a scroll unfurled from the
lion's mouth.
The Shijiawan lion dance
originated in the Shijiawan
Village during the reign of
Emperor Qianlong of the Qing
dynasty. This art performance
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stopped in the early twentieth
century. According to Zhan
Shuangruo, the deputy curator
of the Xinzhou District Cultural
Museum, they spent around two
years in recovering this unique
lion dance performance.
As opposed to the Chinese
Northern Lion Dance that
emphasizes rolling movements
on the ground, or the Chinese
Southern Lion Dance that
highlights fighting movements on
high poles, the Shijiawan lion
dance features playful dancing
on stacked tables to stress the
lion's quality of mischief.

Wuhan's first park-themed bookstore opens
at Yellow Crane Tower
By Wan Jianhui

Huanghe Bookstore, a
park-themed bookstore, opened
recently at Ningcuixuan, a
pavilion standing at the left side
of the Yellow Crane Tower
facing towards the Yangtze
River Bridge. The bookstore is
the first of its kind in Wuhan.
As the name Huanghe
(yellow crane) suggests, the
bookstore is related to the

Yellow Crane Tower. According
to Zhang Jian, the chief of the
Operation Management
Department of Yellow Crane
Tower Park, the store boasts a
business area of 60 square
meters, with a total of 20,000
books covering 100 categories
on sale. More than half of
them are about poetry or
historical anecdotes connected

to the topic of Yellow Crane
Tower.
One interesting point about
the store design is its signboard.
The signboard was inscribed by
Zhou Lingzhao, the famous
painter and stamp designer.
Zhou has taken charge of art
design for many series of
Renminbi and is known as the
"national image designer."
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Exhibition of Cai Wusong

An exhibition entitled
"Geometric Erosion of the Human
Planet" is currently being held at
the Galerie Chenshia, an art gallery
located on Lihuangpi Road. The
exhibition showcases 29 paintings
and installation works by Cai
Wusong, a young local artist.
Focusing on the themes of the
universe, nature, and space, Cai's
paintings feature abstract geometric
images, bold shapes, and bright
colors. This free exhibition will
continue until April 10.

